STRETCHERS ACCESSORIES
VACUUM 3
NEW
VACUUM MATRESS

FOR INJURED IMMOBILIZATION

Vacuum mattress for wounded immobilization.
Its dimensions fit LECCO, 911, Rolly and Kit Everest
stretchers, keeping the immobilization of the injured also in
vertical position.
There is no interference with X-ray or MRI it is a clear image,
the only visible shadow is from the valve, but very distinct that
is a round object, the same as if the patients have a shirt with
buttons on. The new Polyester beads stays very clear, even
after years of using the splints, not as the old Styrofoam beads
collapse (mature) and change of the density fooling the X-ray
technician with an image of a fracture.
The temperature ranging from +150 C to -70 C without any
problem with the Polyurethane fabric.
It is recommended a maximum load of 200 kg.
The fabrics of the carrying cases is 1000 Denier Michigan
Cordura Nylon with 10 mm zipper and reflective tape. The
handles and straps are 35 mm Polyester webbing with 35 mm
double adjusting multi colored buckles.
Double laminated Polyurethane with a scrim of nylon inside to
make it have a maximum penetration, abrasion and rip
strength. The bottom material is a heavy 400 denier (0.45 mm)
and the inner material is also a double laminated
Polyurethane with a weight of 200 D. (0.35 mm).
Polyurethane materials are very tough and resist Benzene,
Paint thinner, Acetone and gasoline, even Chlorine, but if will
fade the colors.
All products are tested for a 24 hrs vacuum hold before
leaving the factory. It is a life time warranty on all welding
seams and the valve plug. One year warranty on the handles
and straps. CE Certification and FDA approval in USA.
Repair kit with Polyurethane glue and patches.
Vacuum pump and carriage bag included.

Recommended for
Professional: Rescue act ivit ies

Mountain rescue, Firebrigades and civil protection, Helirescue
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